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ABSTRACT

Background of this research came from an interesting point towards political development of Masyumi Party in West Java different Masyumi Party political developments in other areas. The method used is the historical method. There are three research questions examined by the authors, that is: (1). Why Masyumi Party West Java get great support in 1950-1960?; (2). How Masyumi Party development in West Java in 1950-1960?; (3). How Masyumi Party political conditions in West Java after disbanded in 1960?. Masyumi Party many supporters in West Java in 1950-1960 due to the West Java Muslim majority. Can even be said to be strong Islamic religion. When NU out of the 1952 Masyumi Party, people of West Java that supports many Masyumi Party. Scholars in West Java orintasi traditional political party tends to favor modern Masyumi Party likely than traditional tends NU. The presence of Masyumi Party at that time received big support from the society and make a strong Masyumi party and dominate politics in West Java. To reduce power Masyumi Party, that Masyumi Party had relation to DI-TI. The issue had been getting louder until the elections in 1955. At the election, Masyumi Party was at the head of the poll in West Java. After the 1955 election, Masyumi Party already showed a decrease. In 1959, President Soekarno applied Leaded Democracy system, and Masyumi Party had different path about it. A year later in 1960 Masyumi Party was disbanded by the government of Soekarno. After disbanding Masyumi Party, The former supporters and leaders Masyumi Party channel their political aspirations into organizations such as Islamic organizations in West Java No organization BMAU (National Council of Muslim Scholars) framework for scholars and clerics who were under the military.
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